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Research Questions

 What makes the construction of a high-level 
radioactive waste waste (HLW) facility more 
difficult in Japan?

 Does the voluntarism approach to the location of 
high-level radioactive disposal facility work in 
Japan?

→This approach is the mainstream for the high-
level radioactive waste issue in the current world. 
In Japan, however, this approach does not work well.



Key Words and Methods

 Looking at the history of location of HLW 
disposal. 

 Double standard(Funabashi2012): A Strategy of 
local governments that nuclear facilities are 
located.

→Form a hierarchy of nuclear host communities

 HLW facility as a burdensome Legacy

 A disposition of HLW becomes extremely complex by 
working with the double standard.
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Nuclear fuel cycle facilities in 
Aomori 

 Rokkasho: Reprocessing (under test operation), 
Uranium Enrichment (working), MOX fuel 
fabrication (under construction), Disposal of 
low-level Radioactive Waste (working), Temporary 
storage of vitrified waste returned from overseas 
(working)

 Mutsu: Temporary Storage of spent fuel (under 
safe examination)

 Spent fuels are also stored in nuclear power 
plant sites.



The current situation

 Japanese Government has not changed the nuclear 
energy policy, even though the opinion poll shown 
that over 50% of people oppose restarting of 
nuclear power plants.

→One reason seems to be so that it can retain of 
nuclear weapon technology.

→Another reason appears to be nuclear waste 
management.



The locations of nuclear power plants

 Although it is the only country that has fallen 
victim to a nuclear bombing, the Japanese 
government has constructed over 50 nuclear power 
reactors successfully. 

 This is a significant result of the unique 
incentive system to host communities of nuclear 
facilities that the Japanese government has 
implemented since the 1970s. 

 Japanese nuclear power plants have generated 
about 25,000 tons of spent fuel. 



HLW disposal history in Japan

 In 1977 and 78, big 10 companies that have 
substantially occupied the electricity market in 
Japan made a contract of reprocessing of spent 
fuel with COGEMA (now AREVA NC) in France and 
BNFL in the UK (now held by NDA).

 The contracts lay down that conditioned final 
residues are to be returned to the country of 
origin.

→Vitrified wastes should be returned. In fact, 
about 2,200 casks of vitrified wastes have been 
transported to date.



HLW disposal history in Japan

 The first candidate site of HLW disposal is a 
small agricultural and populated town named 
Horonobe in Hokkaido.

 Officials in the town had hoped to construct a 
nuclear power plant at first. The government, 
however, suggested a low-level radioactive waste 
disposal and then, HLW disposal in 1984. People 
in the town opposed it and the prefectural 
congress of Hokkaido decided to oppose the plan 
in 1990.



HLW disposal history in Japan

 The nuclear fuel cycle plan in Rokkasho appeared 
in 1985. In the first plan, a facility for HLW 
disposal was not listed. In 1989, JNFL applied to 
begin construction of the vitrified waste storage 
center. This application was permitted in 1992 
and started its operation in 1995.The opening of 
this center was for the first returned vitrified 
waste from France.

→It seems that a construction plan in RokKasho was 
started to the cancellation of Horonobe’s plan.  



HLW disposal history in Japan

 A symbolic event : When the ship that contained 
vitrified wastes came to the port of Rokkasho
closely, the governor of Aomori stopped to carry 
those wastes into Rokkasho.

 He demanded a contract with the minister of 
Science and Technology Agency. It promises 
Rokkasho and Aomori will not be the final 
disposal site for HLW. The national government 
was forced to accept it.



HLW disposal history in Japan
 The nuclear waste organization of Japan (NUMO) was 

established in October 2000, for carrying out the 
geological disposal of HLW.

 The siting process is done by open solicitation of 
volunteer host municipalities.

 The only applicant to the first step of the process 
has been a small town named Toyo in Kochi prefecture.

 In 2006, the town mayor submitted the application 
documents and a large protest occurred. He resigned 
and ran as a candidate for the next mayoral election 
but lost. The new mayor announced the withdrawal from 
the plan.



HLW disposal history in Japan

 In July 2017, the government publicized a map 
that shows proper areas from some scientific 
criteria such as the possibility of an earthquake. 

 This map shows that about 70% of Japan is fit to 
construct a HLW disposal. 

 Repulsion by the people and local officials are 
still strong. Some local governments (1 
prefecture and 11 municipalities) have ordinances 
that refuse to bring in HLW.



Characteristics in Japan
 First, the government had separated the location of 

the HLW disposal facility from nuclear power plants. 

 Second, the host communities of nuclear facilities 
had a unique strategy, which pushed waste and the 
risks to other communities by getting maximum 
benefits. We call this strategy a “double standard”. 

 Third, the incentive system based on the relationship 
between national and local governments had worked in 
the location of the nuclear power plants and nuclear 
fuel cycle facilities. However in the case of the 
location of HLW disposal, this system had not worked. 



What is the Double standard

 This concept means that communities receive 
benefits from nuclear power and push risk and 
disadvantages to peripheral areas.

 The main reason to use this strategy is that this 
strategy can make it easier to make a consensus 
in a candidate site.

 This strategy can provide relief to those who are 
concerned about risk of nuclear facilities.

 The most influential result of this standard is 
to form a hierarchy of nuclear host communities.



The hierarchy of nuclear 
communities

 First Tier: Urban areas and other communities 
without any nuclear facilities

 Second Tier: Host communities of nuclear power 
plants

 Third Tier: A host community of nuclear fuel 
cycle plants with some storage facilities for 
nuclear waste

 Forth Tier: Host community of HLW final disposal.
The meaning of bottom ranked position is given. 
HLW facility becomes burdensome legacy 



For the government

 The agreement with Aomori is an essential factor 
in keeping the nuclear fuel cycle policy. 

 The image of a burdensome legacy and being at the 
bottom rank make the location of HLW final 
disposal more unacceptable. 



Public Bads

 The opposite of public 
goods.

 Provides benefits or 
utilities with some 
negative effects.

 Beneficiaries and 
defrayers are in a same 
generation.

 Becoming burdensome 
legacies when it starts 
decommissioning

Burdensome Legacy

 Not have any positive 
aspects

 Pushed onto the future 
generation because of 
the past and current 
generation’s 
irresponsibility. 

 Beneficiaries and 
defrayers are 
completely separated in 
terms of generations 
and regions.



Burdensome Legacy with bottom image

 HLW disposal facility is a burdensome legacy with 
an image of bottom ranked.

 The bottom ranked image has enlarged the 
separation between beneficiaries and defrayers in 
terms of generations and regions. 

→This made the location issue more complex



To a solution
 We need to wipe the bottom image out for the 

location of HLW. 

 The double standard, a hierarchy of nuclear host 
communities and a nature of HLW as a burdensome 
legacy prevent the voluntarism approach to work 
in Japan.

 We need to construct a new and fair decision-
making procedure to get a consensus. 
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Burdensome legacy
 Burdensome legacy is defined as something like the 

costs or burdens that are pushed onto the future 
generation because of the past and current 
generation’s irresponsibility. Cf. Public Bads

 With the burdensome legacy, beneficiaries and 
defrayers are completely separated in terms of 
generations and regions.

 Public bads produce or provide something good but 
also inevitably have serious risks. Beneficiaries and 
defrayers are in a same generation.

 Nuclear power plants are becoming burdensome legacies 
when it starts decommissioning. They are public bads
when they are located as power plants.


